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On-demand infrastructure 
with the snap of a finger
The ever-growing volume and speed of global business data poses a 
constant challenge for digital businesses. For many, the cloud no longer 
meets their infrastructure requirements without resulting in higher latency, 
more costs and reduced efficiency. Transform that challenge into an 
advantage with Equinix Metal: interconnected global infrastructure available 
at software speed.

Equinix Metal delivers global, secure, interconnected, integrated, and on-
demand infrastructure where and when it’s needed. As part of Platform 
Equinix, digital businesses can deploy new services faster with hybrid public 
and private cloud infrastructure. Most importantly, Equinix Metal is ready to 
deploy in minutes, not months. No forced virtualization and no multi-tenancy 
means enhanced security.

“By 2025, 75% of enterprise data will be created and 
processed outside a traditional datacenter or cloud.”
Gartner Research

Benefits of  
Equinix Metal
Higher Performance
Reduce time to market and reach 
users with high performance 
compute that can be deployed via 
popular developer tools.

Choice
Bring your own software  
and define most aspects of 
your infrastructure. 

Interconnection
Access the most dynamic global 
ecosystem of nearly 10,000 
companies, including all the 
clouds and networks in more than 
55 regions. 

Partners
Rich ecosystem of connectivity, 
software, integration and value-
added service providers.

Security
Equinix Metal offers 100% 
dedicated single-tenancy, so you 
can isolate sensitive workloads 
and access hardware-level  
security protocols.
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Fast, Flexible, Secure  
Infrastructure When You Need It
Make infrastructure your competitive advantage with 
automated, interconnected bare metal-as-a-service.
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Power Your Digital Leadership at Equinix 
At Equinix, we believe digital infrastructure is your greatest source of competitive advantage. 
Digital leaders need one place to bring together and interconnect the foundational infrastructure 
to power their success. We are the world’s digital infrastructure company and our trusted platform 
makes it happen. 

Many businesses struggle with fragmented, complex infrastructure that spans private and public 
environments. They want one place to simplify and bring it all together. 

We deliver a single global platform to create the foundational infrastructure to power your 
success. Place infrastructure wherever you need it. Connect to everything you need to succeed. 
Seize opportunity with agility, speed and confidence.
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How it works
Equinix Metal provides lower latency to and from users on the digital edge: 
bare metal to cloud, bare metal to colocation and bare metal to internet. It’s 
an ideal solution for digital businesses seeking to expand their global reach 
with a unified cloud and edge strategy without disrupting their business.

Users get:
Improved compute and network provisioning for growth markets
Equinix Metal helps unlock a company’s global presence to help drive faster 
growth in new markets — without scaling up headcount. 

Faster, neutral access to customers for hybrid cloud applications 
Developer-friendly, fully automated infrastructure across a global footprint 
ensures faster, neutral access to customers and the networks they are part of, 
including major cloud platforms and wireless carriers. 

Robust DevOps automation tools 
Spin up infrastructure and network connections to cloud and network service 
providers in minutes with powerful API integration tools like Terraform and 
Ansible, native API libraries, hosted integrations or tie-ins with Kubernetes. 

Omnipresence with customers in an IoT and 5G world
The present and future of digital commerce is on the edge, closer to the user. 
Equinix Metal provides the flexibility of compute-as-a-service with the higher 
performance of dedicated hardware.

Dedicated single tenancy for increased security
Equinix Metal provides 100% dedicated single-tenant infrastructure, so  
you can isolate sensitive workloads and access hardware-level security 
protocols. It provides secure, private connections to clouds, networks, 
partners and customers.

Key Capabilities
Rapid provisioning
It takes only minutes to set up  
and deploy a single service  
on Equinix Metal. A full  
end-to-end deployment can  
be up and running in an hour —  
so you can be faster-to-market  
with applications.

Expanded global reach
Discover and reach anyone  
on demand — cloud, sellers, 
partners, vendors, customers  
and employees — through  
one connection.

On-demand connectivity
Connect a database or application 
tier on any cloud, to another 
database or application tier in the 
cloud, and internal and external 
cloud services.

Interconnection services
Award-winning portfolio 
of physical and virtual 
interconnection services  
including the worldwide reach  
of Equinix Fabric™.

Securely connect and deploy
Enable a data center platform 
that brings users, networks, 
applications and cloud systems 
closer to your data.

Visit Metal.Equinix.com now to learn more
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